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Lower Moreland Swimming & Diving Since 1993

Our vision is to consistently offer a quality year-round swim program to the entire community, which remains competitive locally,
regionally and nationally and guides every individual swimmer to achieve proper growth and development - in and out of the pool.

A Swimmer's Bucket List: 100 x 100s

By Coach McNear

This past Black Friday, while "normal" people were recovering
from Thanskgiving indulgences, some of our Black II swimmers
(pictured below) successfully completed a right of passage in
competitive swimming - 100 x 100s. This remains a famous
"bucket list" practice for those swimmers who are willing and able
to accept and complete the challenging set.
The 100x100’s test set provides senior-level swimmers both the
physical and mental challenges needed to elevate their game. As
coaches, it helps us to compile accurate records of data on athlete
development across the energy systems, creates yet another
competitive workout atmosphere, emphasizes the significance of
pushing swimmers to achieve more, and assists us in forming a
top-tier athlete team culture.
Congratulations to our Black II swimmers that each successfully
completed 100 x 100’s on Black Friday!

FRONTAL DRAG
In order to assume the position of
least frontal drag, the head should be
in alignment with the body. That
means the line of sight needs to be
straight down toward the bottom of
the pool. Not only does this head
position straighten the body, creating
the best position to reduce our drag
coefficient, it also allows the water on
the surface to pass over the tops of
our heads, reducing wave or surface
drag.
Most swimmers swim freestyle or
backstroke with their heads
positioned too high, looking forward
slightly as they swim through the
water, or in the case of backstroke,
with the head perched up.
One of the reasons that they do this is
defensive swimming. When the head
is positioned properly for the least
amount of frontal drag, looking down,
one cannot see where one is going
and must rely on the black line on the
bottom of the pool, or the T at the
end, to determine one’s position.
When there are several swimmers in a
lane churning up and down in a circle
pattern, it only takes one bop on the
head to make one swim like Tarzan
with the head looking forward,
avoiding potential collisions.

Excerpt from “Propulsion & Frontal Drag”
Courtesy of Gary Hall Sr. on SWIM SWAM
lmswim.com

"Don't measure yourself by what you have accomplished, but by what you
should have accomplished with your ability." - John Wooden

facebook.com/lmswim

7 SWIMMING QUOTES
By Oliver Leroy
SWIM SWAM

You don’t get results by focusing on results.
You get results by focusing on the actions that
produce results. – Mike Hawkins

Here are 7 swimming quotes for the next time you feel the endless tug of a thousand different directions pulling at you:
1. Instead of focusing on how much you can accomplish, focus on how much you can absolutely love
what you’re doing. – Leo Babauta While loving what you are doing won’t necessarily guarantee complete and

utter success, it will make you a more consistent, more focused, and more engaged athlete over the long term. You’ll
1.notice that when you are enjoying the day-to-day chase to make those marginal improvements that the well of
motivation takes much longer to dry up, and as a result, you’ll get more quality performances out of yourself in
practice more often.
2. Always focus on the front windshield and not the rearview mirror. – Colin Powell Successful swimmers have a short term memory. A bad practice, a bad swim is shelved and put away so that the next task at hand can
be concentrated on. This is especially important at competitions, where one bad swim can derail a swimmer’s confi2.dence and put the next race at risk. When those bad swims do happen it is important to not dwell on them; learn the
lesson, and apply it moving forward so that you can perform at a high level moving forward.
3. The successful man is the average man, focused. – Anon There will always be someone presenting an
alternate route to your goal. Especially now with the proliferation of so much training online, it can be challenging to stay
focused on the plan that has been set out before you when your newsfeed is clogged with latest and greatest in training
from across the world of the sport. Decline the allure of distractions and promises of a shortcut or an easy way out. It’s not
enough that there will be distractions along the way, but that there will also be real, credible alternatives to what you are
3.currently doing that present themselves. To want to take a detour is actually quite natural, and happens when we have
second doubts about what we are doing. Focus on your plans and your journey and carry them out, and you will already
be miles ahead of those who get sidetracked and constantly jump from path to path.

4. Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not in finishing an activity but in doing it. –
Greg Anderson Often we get caught up in the times that we want to achieve, the placings, the teams we want to

qualify for, that we forget to enjoy and spend time mentally on the process of achieving said things. When we zero in our
attention on the present, on what we are doing right now, we tend to operate on a higher level. After all, we are fully
engaged in what we are doing, and doing so also reduces the sometimes debilitating amount of pressure that we inflict
upon ourselves to achieve something great.
5. To be everywhere is to be nowhere. – Seneca Avoid the desire to be everything and everyone to everybody.
When we do really well at something in the pool – and in life – it is because that we have drilled our attention into a
particular task. We amass all of our respective talents, skills and energies into the completion of a singular, specific task.
By trying to do a lot of things really well we like to think that we are covering our bases, giving ourselves the highest
possible chance for success, but in reality we are only watering down our efforts.

6. It is not enough to be busy; so are the ants. The question is: What are we busy about? – Henry David
Thoreau How often have you had those practices or days where you felt busy, there was a lot going on, but you didn’t

really get anything accomplished? Being busy gives us the superficial sense of having achieved something, of having
gotten work done. But being busy and being productive are two distinctly different things. Don’t mistake being occupied
with being the things that will propel you forward. It is important to separate the things that are actually pushing you
towards your goals, with those that are just eating up your time and focus.

7. You don’t get results by focusing on results. You get results by focusing on the actions that produce
results. – Mike Hawkins Love this one. It sums up the difference between people who dream big and those that

achieve big. It is easy to get lost in the beauty and shininess that is our goals. They are glorious, they make us feel good,
and they preoccupy our daydreams when we should be doing our homework or listening to our coach. The things
required to achieve our goals, on the other hand, are not handsome. Beyond that, our goals are off in the distance,
something to be achieved at a later date. The actions that will produce those goals however, the immediate and pressing
steps, are right here and now.

lmswim.com
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SUPPORT HIGH SCHOOL SWIMMING
LIGHTNING SUPPORTS LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL TEAMS
Lower Moreland High School
Chirag Ram 12th
Ben Aust 11th
Chris Kelly 11th
Dan Amusin 10th
Colin Shipp 10th
Tommy Lutter 10th
Max Gutnik 10th
Hanah Buczacki 11th
Abby Hwan 10th
Audrey Kim 9th

LaSalle College High School
Mark Igoe 10th
Justin Igoe 9th
Patrick Cunningham 9th
Liam Smith 9th

St. Joseph’s Prep
Thomas Montvydas 11th

Philadelphia Charter SchoolFranklintown
Ryan Mitros 9th

Holy Ghost Prep
Thomas Theuer 12th

Philadelphia School DistrictSwenson
Denis Zatonskky 9th
Nazareth Academy
Jen Davis 12th
Colleen Kirlin 11th
Madison Schwegler 11th
Kayla Lichtner 9th
Laura Davis 9th

Jenna Fox for committing
to West Chester University.

Father Judge
Ryan Comas
MAST Charter School
Tim Traska 10th

Gwynwedd Mercy Academy
Brigid Toner 11th
Maura Toner 11th

Archbishop Wood
Peter Gori 11th

CONGRATULATIONS TO...

Archbishop Ryan
Connor Gripman 11th
Tara Frino 11th

Liam Smith for being named our
Swimmer of the First Quarter
(August 14-November 12, 2016).
#consistentdedicationcommitment

Council Rock
Jenna Fox 12th
Jenkintown
Molly DiMaria 10th

Villa Joseph Marie
Alexis Morace 12th
Danielle Shead 11th

To m o r r o w B e g i n s To d a y
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SWIMMERS OF THE MONTH
Colin Shipp - Black II

Full Name:

Colin Shipp

Date of Birth:

October 24, 2000

Favorite Swim Set:
100x100

Favorite movie:
Rocky

Favorite song:

Thunderstruck by AC/DC

Favorite meal:
Pizza

Favorite role model:
John R. Shipp

Favorite quote:

"Action expresses priorities." -Mahatma Gandhi

Samantha Becker - Black I

Brooke Hall -Gold II

Lucas McDonough -Gold I

Gabriella Deeley - White

Session 1 of the SAL Trophy Meet

LMSD Graduating Seniors

DEAR SWIMMING, THE BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPEND TO ME...

From SWIM SWAM

You have made me cry a million times. You’ve made me think to the point of mental exhaustion, and you’ve broken
down my body. You’ve made me immune to Advil. But at the same time, you’ve made me smile a million and one
times. You’ve taught me how to have a winner’s mindset and how to fight through physical pain. You’ve taught me
how to help myself.
It’s no question you are one of the hardest sports out there. Us swimmers need to be fit, but not just in their legs or
their arms. Everywhere. Your training is relentless. The clock has no mercy. It won’t hear our excuses.
And even when we’re positive and we put all of ourselves into you, sometimes races still don’t go our way. Because
mental strength is just as important. We have to know how to make our bodies do exactly what it needs to do, at
exactly the right moment. And if we make one mistake, it could cost us half a second. And half a second could mean
everything.
As much as you have broken down my confidence, you’ve built it right back up. You have enabled me to discipline
myself like very few people in this world ever will. You have taught me how to prioritize. But, most importantly, you
have taught me how to keep pushing when the going gets tough. And it took me a long time to realize how strong
you have made me.
Throughout my decade as a swimmer, I’ve watched so many people quit. I’ve asked myself why I swim. But the answer
was always simple: I just can’t give it up.
Even though it’s been a few years since I’ve swam a lifetime best, I’ve come too far to quit. You’ve planted a strong
desire in me to lower the number on the board. It’s never gone away, and I don’t think it ever will. That desire is what
makes us true athletes. The relentless, never-good-enough attitude. Always wanting to be better. Thank you for
making me always want to be better.
You are a huge part of who I am. I’ve never seen another sport that is as complex as you are. You’re a team sport, but if
we mess up, it’s on us, and only us. You’re physically challenging but you also forces us to be in incredibly good mental
shape. And nothing teaches dedication like staring at the same black line for 15 hours a week.
I held onto you because no matter how much you broke me down on the pool deck, you’ve made me so much stronger emotionally, intellectually, and academically. And I wouldn’t trade that strength for anything.
Thank you for presenting me with my most testing moments, and forcing me to be strong. Thank you for allowing me
to make mistakes, and making me realize that it’s okay.
Thank you for being my home. My safe haven. My happy place. I love you so much.
Sincerely - A Forever Indebted Swimmer
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